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Perry-Mansfield Summer Camp
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO | PERRY-MANSFIELD CAMP

THESE CAMPFIRE STORIES
ARE TERRIFYING BECAUSE
THEY MIGHT BE TRUE!
GENERATIONS OF CAMPERS
CLAIM THEY HAVE BEEN STALKED
BY GHOSTS AT THIS ISOLATED,
BACKWOODS COMPOUND

CALL FOR
HELP
Marianne Capra (49) has been unwittingly sending
her two daughters to a nearby camp, riddled with
terrifying rumors. After researching the camp deeper,
Marianne was shocked to learn about the hundreds
of paranormal encounters from both campers, as well
as counselors. Her daughters are planning on
returning next summer, and she needs to know if the
camp is indeed haunted...

PARANORMAL
CLAIMS

The pond next to the Pavilion Theater. Did a
camper named Eve drown here years ago?

Counselors, campers and staff have reported seeing
the ghostly figure of a woman throughout the
grounds. Disembodied voices yell at workers, tools
are thrown off shelves and footsteps run towards
people. Whistles are heard in basements late at
night, counselors see legs run across a stage and a
“girl” has appeared at the foot of a bed.

HISTORICAL
SNAPSHOT
Two women who were considered quite rebellious at
the turn of the century founded the Perry-Mansfield
Camp in 1913. They created this summer camp as an
oasis for artists, dancers and nature-lovers, which was
considered quite bizarre to the locals in the
neighboring gold-mining town of Steamboat Springs.
Since its founding, the camp has hosted many young,
aspiring performers (including celebrities), who stay in
the log cabins that once belonged to miners. The
camp is the oldest of its type in the U.S.
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PERRY-MANSFIELD SUMMER CAMP

THE “MAD” LADIES OF STEAMBOAT

ASDASDF
PARANORMAL
CLAIMS
TH E WO MA N IN WH ITE
•

A camper witnessed a woman in all white standing outside the
KATTY KORNER cabin. As soon as he witnessed her, another
camper experienced a massive nosebleed and the mysterious
woman disappeared.

ITEM S TH ROWN ABO UT
•

•

•

•

A faculty member was sweeping in LOWER PERRY. He
finished, grabbed a drink, and when he walked back in he
found hundreds of matches scattered on the floor. No one was
in the cabin, and he has no idea where the matches came
from.
A faculty member returned to LOWER PERRY this October. He
walked through, and on his way out he found a strange old
photo lying in front of the door. The cabin has been
abandoned for over 10 years, and the photo wasn’t there
when he arrived.
A camp counselor heard a loud crash in CABEEN and found
that a box of her gardening tools had been thrown out of the
closet, and tools were scattered everywhere.
A former camper claims photos have mysteriously flown off
the wall in the GLENN CABIN.

TE RRIF YING A P P AR ITION S
•

•
•
•

Some teachers over the years have reported seeing
disembodied legs walk across the stage of the JULIE HARRIS
THEATER.
A woman with long hair has been reported watching campers
in the JULIE HARRIS THEATER.
The apparition of a cowboy has been seen in SAGEBRUSH.
A camper woke to find the apparition of a girl sitting on a
vacant bunk watching her in the GLENN CABIN.

HISTORY

DFDDHELLO THERE
THE PERRY MANSFIELD PERFORMING ARTS CAMP
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

1913-1914: Portia Mansfield, Charlotte Perry and her sister
Marjorie Perry moved to Steamboat Springs to start a
performing arts camp. At the time, the town was mostly
populated by men who worked in the mining industry and
ranching industries.
Peeping toms: A big challenge in the early years of the camp
was voyeurism. When the camp was originally near Denver,
men would sneak on to the property after hearing about the
“naked nymphs” in the woods. The need for better privacy was
a driving factor in the camp’s move to its current, more isolated
location in Steamboat Springs.
They built their camp around the Cabeen Cabin, which was a
former bear-hunting cabin, built sometime prior to 1880.
The townspeople initially had a rough time accepting the
women because they were seen by many in the town as, “crazy,
nude women dancing the woods.”
1926: Perry-Mansfield’s enrollment exceeded 120.
Many of the cabins and other structures on the property were
donated and constructed from mining companies in the
surrounding areas.
The camp was kept open during WWII, tailoring their curriculum
to include target practice, rodent extermination and digging
trenches.
The three founding women decided not to marry.
Today, the camp is the oldest continuously operating
performing arts camp in the country. Perry-Mansfield has
hosted celebrities like Dustin Hoffman, Julie Harris and Jessica
Biel.

M EN AC ING F OOTS TEP S
•
•

A former counselor heard heavy footsteps run up to his door
and stop just outside in SAGEBRUSH.
A camp counselor who has lived in CABEEN for 10 summers
claims the most common activity is footsteps walking through
the main room.

ST RA NGE S INGIN G
•

•

Campers and counselors often report hearing strange music
from the LITTLE BALLET THEATER in the middle of the night.
When they approach, the music abruptly stops.
A faculty member claimed to have heard strange humming
coming from the basement of LOWER PERRY.
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